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Hearts of Pink Slip‐Through Scarf
By Laura Farson
This slip-through design makes it easy to keep the scarf on your little girl’s neck. The tube is a stranded
heart pattern with small checks on the back.
Measures 6” x 34-1/2”
Materials:
Cascade 220 super wash
Skein A: Light Pink #894
Skein B: Medium Pink #901
Two US #7, 16” circulars, or one 12” circ or 4 dbl pt needles
Gauge: 11 sts/2 inches
Receiver Tube: With one strand of each yarn, cast on 66 sts with Long Tail Cast on and join
Rnd 1: *K1A, K1B, repeat * to end
Rnd 2: *P1A, P1B, repeat * to end
Rnds 3 – 30: Needle 1: Pattern per chart below – Needle 2: Small check Pattern below

Rnd 31: *P1A, P1B, repeat * to end
Rnd 32: *K1A, K1B, repeat * to end
Cast off with Sewn Cast off: Thread a length of yarn 3x the circumference onto a blunt needle. Pull the
needle purlwise through the first two stitches on the left needle. Draw the yarn through the stitches.
Insert the needle knitwise through just the right stitch. If you are knitting in the round, move the first
bound off loop onto the right needle. (It will be the last bound off stitch. On all other bound off stitches,
drop the loop off the needle. Repeat for all the stitches.
Using the med pink yarn, pick up and knit 3 of 4 stitches along the side edge sts, and then back parallel
to the 1st picked up stitches ( to make a tube). Pick up 30 stitches along both sides of one vertical row
of stitches, approx. 60 stitches total Join into the tube by knitting the first picked up sts.
The scarf part is knitted in a tube with two rounds light color and two rounds medium color. At the
change of each round wrap the yarns around each other so there is no gap. (This occurs at the purl
stitch so this does not show.)
If you have to start a new yarn end, knit 5 rounds and then weave the yarn end into the work. (You
won’t be able to do this later as the end of the scarf will be closed.

Alternate the two yarns in stripe pattern for the length of the scarf
At the desired length, Kitchner stitch the tube to close the end.
Weave the yarn end to the inside
Pattern Chart

Small Check Pattern
Rnd 1:*K1A, K1B, repeat * to end
Rnd 2:*K1B, K1A, repeat * to end

